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BEER and Small BREW Can Be Good for You
The Federal Beer Excise Tax Is Past Its Shelf Life and Should Be Reformed
By Michelle Minton and David Scott*
America’s beer industry directly supports over 1 million jobs and nearly $100 billion in
economic activity.1 And over the last two decades, the craft beer market has seen explosive
growth. However, the entire beer industry still faces the burden of a specifically targeted excise
tax placed on it at the repeal of Prohibition in large part to discourage beer consumption. Today,
many politicians, brewers, trade groups, and consumers are seeking relief from the excise tax.2
Two competing bills currently pending in Congress, creatively titled the BEER Act and the
Small BREW Act, would reduce the tax in different ways. While neither bill is perfect, enacting
either one would be a victory for the beer industry and consumers. However, for long-term
reform the best course of action is for Congress to repeal the excise tax altogether.
Prohibition’s Legacy. In February 1933, with Prohibition winding to a close, teetotaler John
Rockefeller, Jr. commissioned a study by Raymond B. Fosdick, an attorney with whom
Rockefeller had collaborated on previous studies, and Albert Scott, an engineer friend of
Rockefeller’s with whom he had worked on a large missionary project, to set forth statutory
proposals for states to tightly control and minimize alcohol sales in the post-Prohibition era. 3
Adopted in some form by every state, Fosdick and Scott’s proposals still largely dominate
alcohol policy in the United States. Their study, Toward Liquor Control, proposed a high excise
tax on alcohol to discourage its use. The federal government enacted such an excise tax just
months after Prohibition’s repeal. So, while the 14-year Prohibition experiment ended in 1933,
this excise tax enacted at the urging of prohibitionists remains with us 80 years later.
Excise taxes on alcoholic beverages have been enacted and adjusted many times throughout our
nation’s history to raise government revenue, but the post-Prohibition beer excise tax extended
beyond that goal to that of influencing individual behavior. Indeed, as Fosdick and Scott saw the
tax: “The fundamental objective should be not revenue but rational and effective social
control.”4 Although the Constitution does provide Congress with the “power to lay and collect ...
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excises,”5 the constitutionality of a regulation does not necessarily make such a policy wise or
just.
The beer excise tax was first levied at $5 per barrel in 1933. Adjusted several times over the
years, the tax was last reset in 1991 to its current rate of $18 per barrel.6 While the original
enactment provided no distinction between breweries of different sizes, since 1977, breweries
that produce 2 million barrels a year or fewer have been taxed just $7 a barrel on the first 60,000
barrels and then the full $18 for each additional barrel produced.7 This reduced rate was seen as
helping to provide a “pathway to the marketplace” for small brewers.8 The excise tax provided
roughly $3.6 billion in revenue to the federal government in 2008.9
In addition to the federal excise tax, breweries pay all other taxes levied on businesses, including
payroll, income, and state and local taxes. Furthermore, each state imposes its own excise tax on
beer ranging from a low of $0.59 per barrel in Wyoming to a high of $33.17 in Alaska.10 On
average, half of the cost of a beer is due to federal and state taxes.11 The federal excise tax
accounts for roughly 7 percent of the more than $49 billion in taxes paid each year12 on $99
billion in beer sales around the nation.13
BEER Act. The Brewers Excise and Economic Relief Act (BEER) Act (H.R. 1918, S. 958),
introduced in both chambers of Congress in May 2013, would halve the standard excise tax rate
for beer sold in the United States, from $18 to $9 per barrel. The majority of the savings will go
to macro brewers—multinational breweries producing more than 6 million barrels a year—which
account for almost 90 percent of the beer sold in the United States.14 They do not qualify for the
reduced excise tax rates and therefore account for an even greater percentage of the excise taxes
paid.15 But small brewers would also benefit. For small brewers, which it defines as those
producing no more than 2 million barrels a year, the BEER Act would eliminate any tax paid on
the first 15,000 barrels and would halve the rate on barrels 15,001 through 60,000, to $3.50. It
would keep the qualifying threshold for the reduced rates at 2 million barrels a year.16 Based on
2012 numbers, the BEER Act would result in tax savings of $1.68 billion a year.17
Small BREW Act. The Small Brewer Reinvestment and Expanding Workforce (Small BREW)
Act (S. 917, H.R. 494), introduced in the House of Representatives on February 5, 2013 and in
the Senate on May 9, 2013, maintains the current $18 per barrel excise tax rate for beer, but
lowers the reduced rate for small brewers even further to $3.50 per barrel for the first 60,000
barrels produced and to $16 per barrel for barrels 60,001 through 2 million.18 It also increases the
total number of barrels a brewer can produce in a year and still qualify for these reduced tax rates
from 2 million to 6 million. All barrels above the 2 million mark and all barrels produced by
brewers who produce more than 6 million barrels will be taxed at the normal rate of $18. Based
on 2012 sales data, the Act will result in tax savings of $65 million a year, all of which going to
brewers producing less than 6 million barrels a year.
Impact. The following table shows the impact the proposed bills will have on brewers of
different sizes in terms of total dollars saved, percent reduction in total federal excise tax bills,
and the per case savings.19
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Harvard economist John Friedman has calculated an average per case reduction of $0.18 under
the Small BREW Act. Such a reduction, Friedman estimates, will result in an increased demand
of 1.7 million cases of beer from craft brewers and help create 5,230 new jobs in the first year
after passage of the Small BREW Act and an additional 400 jobs per year thereafter. 20 The
assumptions in Friedman’s analysis should be viewed with scrutiny. While he assumes that a
price reduction of 1 percent will result in an increase in demand for craft beer of 0.88 percent,
there is no way to know how tax savings would be actually used if either bill is passed. More
than 90 percent of the breweries in America produce less than 15,000 barrels a year, meaning
they would be receiving less than $52,000 in savings under the Small BREW Act. They may hire
new workers, increase marketing, buy new equipment, or some combination of those activities.
There is no similar study looking at the BEER Act, but if Friedman’s assumptions are at all
accurate, the numbers for the BEER Act will likely be greater given its greater tax reductions.
It is not difficult to see the impact the savings under either bill will have on small businesses in a
rapidly expanding industry. For example, Pennsylvania’s Victory Brewing Company, at 100,000
barrels and $18 million in revenue a year,21 ranks as the nation’s 26th largest craft brewery.22 On
October 31, 2012, Victory announced plans to open a new $50 million brewery that will nearly
triple its production capacity, financed by a $33 million loan.23 Currently, Victory pays around
$1.14 million a year in federal excise taxes. At its current production level, Victory will save
$622,500 under the BEER Act and $290,000 under the Small BREW Act. Assuming a 30-year
loan repayment plan at 5 percent interest, the BEER Act will provide Victory with roughly a
third of its loan repayment money and the Small BREW Act with 15 percent. Upon Victory
getting the new brewery running at full capacity, the excise tax reduction under the BEER Act
will account for more than the entire repayment of the loan, and that of the Small BREW Act for
a third of the repayment. Either bill will make such an expansion significantly more affordable
for Victory and many other breweries.24
America’s craft brewing industry comprises more than 2,000 small businesses with over 100,000
employees.25 It has experienced a double-digit rate of growth year over year for the last several
years.26 As roughly half of the price of a beer is comprised of various federal and state taxes,27
any reduction in the level of taxation on the industry will likely accelerate its expansion.
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Brewers must constantly invest to replace and upgrade equipment. A reduction in the excise tax
will help all brewers to make those investments, as well as invest in developing new and better
products to increase consumer choice and satisfaction. Both of these uses of the money will also
create increased economic activity and new jobs.
Concerns about lower prices leading to greater consumption are overblown. The $0.18 per case
reduction calculated by Friedman under the Small BREW Act or the maximum $0.64 case
reduction under the BEER Act are unlikely to result in increased social harms from an increase
in alcohol consumption. Friedman’s Small BREW Act estimates, which presume the full amount
of the tax reduction to be passed through in price savings, only show an increased demand of 1.7
million cases of beer, all coming from craft brewers.28 Considering that Americans drank the
equivalent of 2.8 billion cases of beer in 2012, an additional 1.7 million is a relatively small
increase when considering potential social harm. Even if the 1.7 million cases were purely new
demand—Friedman does not specify whether the increased demand for craft beer will be new or
simply a shift from macro to craft beer—the Act will only increase drinking an average of ¼ of a
beer per year for each of the 170 million alcohol consumers in the United States.
BEER or Small BREW? Of the two bills, the BEER Act is more beneficial to all brewers, but
the industry is divided. There appear to be two primary arguments for the bills: 1) over who will
benefit; and 2) over which proposal has a greater likelihood of passage.
The Beer Institute, representing both small and large brewers, supports the BEER Act. The
Brewers Association, representing smaller craft brewers, supports the Small BREW Act. Some
small brewers are arguing for preserving the status quo, though for different reasons. Lagunitas
Brewing Company founder Tony Magee has said he questioned “the basic patriotism of pursuing
this roll-back.” Meanwhile, Bell’s Brewery founder Larry Bell says he fears that savings to
larger breweries will “tip the competitive playing field” in their favor, giving them the
opportunity to push the smaller craft brewers out of the market.29
Who Benefits? Brewers are not just concerned with the benefits they will receive from the
passage of the BEER Act or Small BREW Act, but with the benefits to their competitors as well.
In terms of dollar amounts, most of the savings from the BEER Act will go to the two largest
U.S. brewing companies—Anheuser-Busch (now controlled by International conglomerate
InBev) and MillerCoors.
Micro brewers’ fears that the macro brewers will use any tax savings for increased advertising to
push the micro brews out of the market are far-fetched. The large brewers already have
significant marketing budgets, so the possible advertising avenues left for the macro brewers to
explore are already limited.
Moreover, while even craft beer aficionados become price-sensitive at some pricing level, they
would eventually respond to prices only if craft beer hiked their prices significantly, not if macro
brewers dropped theirs. And if one of the macro brewers, say Anheuser Busch, were to drop its
prices, it would attract mostly consumers of MillerCoors products—unless they adjusted prices
in tandem, which would obviously get the attention of antitrust authorities.
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Even if the macro brewers were to use tax savings on advertising, craft brewers have been
rapidly gaining market share based on quality, despite smaller marketing budgets and higher
priced products. While overall beer sales have been declining during the recession, the craft beer
industry has experienced double digit rates of growth by offering a product increasing number of
consumers consider superior and worth the higher price. No amount of advertising will enable
the macro brewers to overcome many consumers’ perception of their products as inferior to
micro brews.
Ironically, many of the smaller craft brewers have a similar concern about how medium-sized
breweries, like Samuel Adams, would use tax savings under the Small BREW Act to further
increase their market share and make it harder for smaller craft brewers to increase theirs. Some,
like Lagunitas Brewery marketing director Ron Lindenbusch, have speculated that the Small
BREW Act is being promoted by the country’s largest craft brewery, the Boston Beer Company,
which makes Samuel Adams, based on the fact that the Small BREW Act raises the production
threshold for who can be considered a small brewer from 2 million barrels to 6 million barrels a
year—less than Boston Beer Co.’s annual output.30 But such fears are also unfounded.
Currently, Boston Beer Co. pays the same federal excise tax as the larger breweries. Under the
Small BREW Act, Boston Beer Co. will realize savings roughly $20 million less than under the
BEER Act, but it will get a substantial tax cut without its larger competitors also getting a break.
It is true that the overall dollar savings from the Small BREW Act’s reduced rates for brewers up
to 6 million barrels would be greatest for the three breweries that produce between 2 million and
6 million barrels a year: Boston Beer Co; North American Breweries, which sold 2.725 million
barrels in 2012; and D.G. Yuengling & Son, which sold 2.79 million in 2012. However, due to
Samuel Adams’s size and success, its biggest competitors for shelf space and consumers are the
macro brewers, not smaller craft brewers. Accordingly, Samuel Adams and the similarly situated
Yuengling are the first introduction to a world of beer outside of the macro brews for many
consumers—many of whom will branch out and try other craft beer brands, thus benefiting
thousands of craft brewers.
As the craft beer industry has rapidly gained market share, macro brewers have become
concerned that tax cuts going only to the smaller brewers will accelerate craft beers’ growth to
the detriment of macro brews. Beer Institute Vice President of Communications Chris Thorne
has called the Small BREW Act a “giveaway to a handful of profitable brewers that each are
worth more than $1 billion.”31 Yet, the growth of craft beers’ market share is already under way;
a tax reduction on craft brews will only hasten an existing trend. Moreover, a significant portion
of beer consumers will likely continue to prefer the taste and cost of macro brews, which will
thus retain a significant portion of the beer market.
Likelihood of Passage. Govtrack.us, a government service for tracking legislation pending in
Congress, gives the Small BREW Act only a 1 percent chance of becoming law.32 While those
are very long odds, they are still better than those for the BEER Act, to which govtrack.us gives
a 0 percent chance.33 However, the Small BREW Act’s chances might actually be lower,
considering that Greg LaMantia the new Chairman of the National Beer Wholesalers
Association, one of the most powerful lobbies in Washington, recently expressed opposition to
increasing the small brewer production cap from 2 million to 6 million barrels a year. LaMantia
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says that a case could be made for treating an “incubator type brewer” differently, but that “small
isn’t 6 million barrels.”34
Moreover, neither bill should be counted out given their substantial numbers of sponsors in both
houses of Congress (their low probability of passage from govtrack.us notwithstanding). The
BEER Act has 63 sponsors in the House of Representatives and six in Senate. The Small BREW
Act has 110 sponsors in the House and 31 in the Senate. Many in the industry, including the Beer
Institute’s Chris Thorne, have pointed out that the best chance for either to be enacted into law
may be for the whole industry to lend its support to one proposal. Since the largest brewers have
nothing to gain from the Small BREW Act, and the BEER Act is more beneficial to all brewers,
the latter appears to be the best option for industry-wide support.
On the other hand, in March 2013, Brewers Association CEO Bob Pease told The Hill he
considers the BEER Act “a defensive measure” designed to “forestall an excise tax increase.” He
added, “We certainly do not oppose it. We would favor that bill, but we support our bill, and we
are actively working for passage of our legislation.”35 Thus, the Brewers Association prefers the
Small BREW Act, which some of its supporters claim has a better chance at passage, because it
takes a smaller slice of federal revenue.36
Another concern is that states may see the BEER Act as an opportunity to increase their own
excise taxes. While the concern is valid, if speculative, it would still be a better scenario, as it
would give the industry a lower across-the-board federal rate, and consumers and brewers would
still be able to lobby their state legislatures not to increase taxes on small businesses.
Conclusion. The BEER and Small BREW Acts would benefit America’s beer industry in
different ways. While the BEER Act benefits the whole industry and the BREW Act benefits
only the craft beer industry, the results of either bill becoming law would be greater profits for
businesses and their shareholders, more advertising, business expansion, job growth, and
possible lower prices for consumers. Given that both bills face an uphill fight for passage, the
industry would be wise to put its whole weight behind just one. Because it benefits the industry
as a whole—and benefits all brewers to a greater degree than the Small BREW Act—the BEER
Act is the more likely and better option to receive such industry-wide support.
But there is another, better option—full repeal of the federal excise tax on beer, an anachronistic
measure designed, and in large part continued, as a means of manipulating consumer behavior.
Eliminating the federal excise tax will help produce all of the job creation and business
expansion benefits of the BEER and Small BREW Acts to an even greater degree. It will also
increase personal freedom by making a significant step toward eliminating controls on alcohol
consumption that have dominated the alcohol industry since Prohibition’s repeal.
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